
These stories are all set in the alternative Cambridge Fellows universe, a place where 

anything might—and usually does—happen. Any resemblance to persons living or dead is 

only partly intentional.  

 

Oh what fools these mortals be 

Charlie Cochrane 

 

Orlando had been the one to suggest Athens as a suitable place to take a summer holiday; it 

wouldn’t be as wet there as England would be in the height of summer, he argued, with an 

unusual degree of irony.  

We could take a cruise ship. Jonty nearly spilt his tea at that proposal, remembering the time 

on the Jersey ferry.  

Or we could share a nice sleeper and travel over the continent. The latter proposition seemed 

more suitable; Jonty enjoyed train journeys and had yet to get Orlando to take advantage of 

his offer to finance a nice trip in a tip-top sleeping compartment. Such potential for fun and 

games, he said. So long as the journey was smooth. 

So Greece it was, late in June, with great plans for seeing the ruins and the sort of places that 

Orlando had only dreamed of in his youth when he had read tales from Homer, before the 

lure of Mathematics had captured his heart. Summer clothes were packed—much lighter ones 

than they’d needed on Jersey and, with advice from Helena Stewart as to the best way to 

avoid sunburn noted, they arrived in Athens full of hope and expectation. 

 

*** 

 

“Twenty third of June, Orlando. Midsummer’s Eve. Tomorrow will be Midsummer night 

itself, so don’t let anyone tempt you down into the woods.” Jonty produced an appropriately 

puckish grin. 

Orlando frowned. This was obviously some literary allusion of which he wot not. “If you 

promise not to roll your eyes or harrumph at me or demonstrate any other signs of despair, I 

will let you explain exactly what you mean by that remark.” 

Jonty rolled across the bed and drew Orlando’s head down onto his strong chest. The night 

was too humid to warrant sleeping in anything else than one’s skin, however scandalous 

Orlando found that concept in a public place, which is how he thought of their hotel suite.  

“Have you never seen or read or even heard of ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’?”  

“Well of course I’ve heard of it. I’m not stupid.” 

“I never said that you were. Your brain is the size of a small African state. It’s just a little 

under supplied in the finer points of literature. So do you know the story within the play? And 

don’t snort.” 

“I didn’t snort,” Orlando lied. “Yes. It’s all fairies and elves.” 

“Heathen! “ Jonty reached down with his free hand and slapped the first part of Orlando he 

met, which, thank goodness for the man concerned, was nothing more delicate than his 

shoulder. “It’s about finding one’s true love, and it’s very funny. I once saw the most 

amazing Puck who got three laughs on the I go, I go... line alone.” 

“Sounds an absolute riot.” 

“If I could get a sufficient swipe at your backside, I wouldn’t half whack it one. Now shut up 

and go to sleep.”  



“Don’t want to sleep.” It was Orlando’s turn to put on a puckish grin. 

“Well, it’s too hot for anything else so you’ll have to.” Jonty slid his arm off his lover’s 

shoulders and turned over.  

They passed a hot, humid and troubled night, although none of it involved anything at all 

pleasurable.  

The next day was equally hot, but they ventured out, procuring for themselves a surfeit of 

ruins, dolmades and retsina. By the time the cool of evening began to waft in, they had their 

second wind and the thought of staying in their suite post-nap was not an enticing one.  

They found a cafe, a table in the shade of a tree, a pair of iced coffees, and watched the world 

go by.  

“What are they up to?” Jonty said, gesturing at group of what seemed to be workmen who 

were strolling along, gesturing and bellowing to each other in high humour.   

Orlando had picked up a fair amount of Latin and Greek in his time, in a mathematical 

context, but this clearly confounded him. 

The waiter, whose English was excellent, came to their rescue. “They say they will go to the 

woods to practice a performance.” 

“A performance?” Jonty sat up, as alert as a greyhound in the slips. Orlando obviously had no 

idea of the significance of what the waiter had said. “Let’s follow them. It might be 

entertaining.” 

To his astonishment, Orlando agreed without argument.  

The woods proved to be only a short distance away and the density of the foliage was quite 

unexpected. They found it hard to keep up with the group ahead of them, the oppressive air 

deadening all sound and leaving them more than a touch disoriented. It didn’t take long to 

lose the workmen altogether. A sense of unease began to arise.  

“Stay close to me Jonty.” Orlando grabbed his lover’s arm. “We need to retrace our steps and 

go home.” 

“Nonsense. There must be some sort of a glade around here for them to practice in and they’ll 

probably have lit it. If we can find it and them they can guide us back.” 

“Or we could wander around till kingdom come,” Orlando snorted. “We need to walk exactly 

in the reverse direction, and get ourselves out of here.”  

No wonder Orlando looked agitated. This wasn’t a nice calm English woodland: it was 

threatening and disturbing and anything might happen.  

Jonty smiled. “Getting a bit anxious are we, Orlando?” 

“No. No, I just feel tired, ridiculously tired in fact, and I’m yearning for my bed.” 

“Yearning for our bed, are we? Got plans?” 

“Even if I had they won’t get anywhere if last night’s anything to go by. Might as well have 

slept in the bath. Or in this glade.” He sat down. “I think I need to have a snooze before I 

even attempt to go back.  I’ll wake up with a more lucid head and then I can plan our escape 

from the labyrinth.”  

“I must admit the air is rather soporific.” Jonty had been about to make some caustic 

comments in reply to his alleged lack of interest the night before, but he didn’t have the 

strength. “We’ll take a nap together and by the time we wake it’ll be so dark that we can just 

be guided back by the haze of the lights in the sky. We might miss a path but we can’t miss a 

city.” He sat down, shut his eyes and was immediately asleep.  

“Typical,” huffed Orlando. And promptly dozed off himself.  

 



*** 

 

Orlando felt a gentle hand shaking his shoulder. Jonty no doubt, trying to make sure that he 

wasn’t late for his nine o’clock lecture. Then he remembered that he was on holiday and 

decided that it must be Jonty waking him because the breakfast gong had gone and he was 

still in his birthday suit. Then he saw that Jonty was still asleep himself—and snoring, to 

boot—which meant another person was thumping him one. 

He turned over, miffed that he was being so rudely interrupted from his doze, and was about 

to give the thumper a piece of his mind when he saw who it was. 

Mister Ainslee the publisher—Pernis apivorus himself, he of the pal who got arrested for 

murder—bearing a lantern that lit his face and made his identity unmistakable. Only he 

seemed to be en route to a fancy dress ball if the naval uniform he was wearing, one that 

appeared to date to Nelson’s day, was anything to go by. He did have a fine and handsome 

bearing in it, much more attractive than Orlando remembered. Why had he been so reluctant 

to take up Matthew’s offer that day up in the woods behind the tennis court? 

“Matthew,” Orlando laid his hand on Ainslie’s arm, noting that his dark blue eyes followed it 

hungrily as if he were bewitched. “I don’t think that I’ve had the opportunity of telling you 

how much I hold you in esteem.” 

Matthew seemed puzzled. “Mr. Coppersmith,” Orlando noted that the Doctor bit of his title 

had slipped Matthew’s memory but he didn’t mind; he’d forgive the man anything at present. 

“I’m obliged to hear that you feel I have served you well. If my performance of my duty has 

given satisfaction then I’m pleased,” 

Now it was Orlando’s turn to be puzzled. He couldn’t think of any sort of service that 

Matthew had performed him. Mind you, his brain felt distinctly befuddled and much that he 

had accepted beforehand now seemed entirely wrong. He looked at Matthew and then 

surreptitiously at the still-sleeping Jonty: how he could ever have preferred Stewart to 

Ainslee was beyond him. The former was far too short, almost muscle-bound in places, and 

he had a very annoying habit of pulling Orlando’s leg whenever it was possible, which 

seemed to be all the time. And he wasn’t even handsome, not like Matthew, who was 

gorgeous. “I’m sure that you never shirk at your duty. You strike me as being an exemplar in 

all respects. I would be immensely grateful if you would possibly let me show you the extent 

of my admiration, perhaps in a rather physical way?” 

“Mr. Coppersmith, how could you gull me so? I’ve been your first officer for so long and all 

I’ve ever had is the edge of your tongue, in spite of all my best efforts.”  

Well, that made no sense at all. “No, Matthew. I know that I got the honey buzzards thing 

wrong but I don’t understand why you’re being so heartless. I adore you.” There, he’d said it. 

It had taken him ages to admit love for the old snoring beauty, but then that was no surprise. 

He’d never really been that keen on Jonty. 

Matthew winced, as if he’d been punched in the chest. “You’ve a wife and children back in 

Plymouth. How can you suggest that you love me?” 

“Wife? I’ve never had a wife...” 

“You unutterable scrub. Charlotte may not have been a love match, but she is lawfully 

wedded to you, and mother to your offspring. It’s bad enough that you have been immune to 

my feelings all this time, but at least I had the consolation that you were rightfully hers and 

would not look at a man as you looked at your wife. For you to pretend that you have feelings 



for me after I have hidden mine so long...it’s too bloody cruel.” Matthew backed away, 

turned and rushed off into the trees. 

“Matthew. I love you!” Orlando leapt to his feet, following Matthew into the darkness, 

suddenly more afraid of losing his new love than losing his bearings. 

The noise roused Jonty from a deep and delightful slumber. “Orlando? Orlando?”  

He could see very little by the starlight and while he was not yet panicking, that wasn’t far 

away. A faint light among the trees grew brighter and more distinct, lighting up the tiny glade 

and proving that his lover really was not at his side. “Dr. Coppersmith, is that you?” 

“No, it’s not Coppersmith.” A handsome man in a shockingly scarlet coat, just like that of an 

old fashioned soldier, appeared carrying a light. He seemed familiar. And utterly dazzling. 

“I’m sorry, do I know you?” 

“Mr. Stewart, do you forget your friends so easily? I’ll not ask you to refer to me as Captain 

Harding, this time. James will do.” His smile had a distinctly lascivious note.  

A chord struck in Jonty’s brain. Jimmy Harding. An old colleague. A dim and distant relative 

of “The Toerag” as Mrs Stewart still referred to him, even though it was years after the 

unfortunate incident at the ball involving liberties and an arras. “Jimmy?” 

“So you’ve remembered at last? Nothing wrong with your body even if you memory failed 

you for a moment; you look in the peak of health.” 

Jonty thought Jimmy looked the same. It was just a shame that there wasn’t an arras handy so 

that perhaps a few liberties might be essayed on both sides. He really was a lovely lad, this 

sprig, much more handsome than Orlando, who really was nothing to write home about. 

Orlando was lanky—some would say scrawny—with an annoying habit of sawing his hands 

up and down when agitated; Jonty began to wonder what he had ever seen in the man. He 

rose to his feet, a bit unsteadily, which allowed Jimmy to take hold of his arm. 

“Are you feeling quite yourself?” 

“Just a bit groggy from my sleep. Apart from that, never better.” 

Jimmy laughed heartily. “I should say so.” He took a swipe at Jonty’s rump, landing a 

particularly satisfying whack. “Strapping specimen of manhood.” 

Jonty grinned. This was how a chap should address his paramour or any other bloke he 

wanted to chat up. Not employing insipid lines like I’ve been reading a book, Dr. Stewart, or 

would it be at all feasible to have the possibility of perhaps essaying a small kiss to your 

cheek? Stuff and nonsense. “You’re pretty magnificent yourself, old cock.” 

Jimmy doffed his hat. “Shame you weren’t quite so forthcoming that night I came down to 

your berth on ship on Imperious. You definitely gave a chap the cold shoulder then.” 

Jonty was at a loss to know what this paragon of pulchritude was referring to with his coming 

down to your berth. The Imperious sounded like one of those new breed of liners that were 

crossing the Atlantic, but he couldn’t recall being on that or any other vessel with a member 

of this family. Mama was most particular about discouraging social interactions with them. 

“That was wrong of me. I should have jumped at whatever opportunity presented itself.” 

“Perhaps it was Mr. Coppersmith being asleep in the next cabin. You vowed that you could 

do nothing to sully your beautiful friendship with him.” 

“Oh, well that explains it entirely. Old misery pants is a distinctly inhibiting influence 

whenever a bit of fun is in the offing.” Jonty smiled in delight. “You will note that he’s not 

here at present.” 

Jimmy leaned closer. “I saw that for myself. As Lord Nelson might say, there’s not a moment 



to lose.” 

Jonty knew who Lord Nelson was, and the chap was renowned for his wisdom... 

 

*** 

 

Orlando sat down with a bump. His feet were sore, his head spun and he had lost his 

paramour. Hours it felt like that he’d been pursuing Ainslee through the woods, calling his 

name and pleading with him to come and be kissed. The only reply had been a few choice 

and unrepeatable words. Orlando had seen the lantern and followed it time and again: at least, 

he assumed it was the same lantern and that he’d been following the correct light. 

Often it had simply put itself out, only to reappear in a completely different place, which had 

been beyond vexatious. There had been one magnificent occasion when he’d actually 

managed to grab Ainslee and had kissed anything within reach—he thought it might have 

been the tip of the man’s hat—but Matthew had broken away and sped off muttering 

something along the lines of you were never like this in Portsmouth.  

Now Orlando felt desperately tired again and simply wanted to curl up, but a spark of light 

not twenty yards away spurred him into one last effort. If this was the delectable Ainslee 

then, as sure as eggs were eggs, he’d catch the man and show him what he was made of. He 

crashed wildly though the dense foliage, emerging into what looked remarkably like the little 

clearing he’d awoken in, not least because old sarcastic-features was curled up there and still 

snoring, the little swine.  

Orlando eased himself onto the ground and, making sure that he was not in contact with Mr. 

Sonnet-number-seventeen, dropped off with great speed. When he awoke again, the first rays 

of light were appearing in what he now could perceive was the Eastern sky. Finally, he could 

get his bearings and find the way home. He could locate Matthew, then they could go into the 

city to take breakfast and…he caught sight of Jonty and stopped.  

Whatever could he be thinking of? Why should he be thinking of finding Mr. Pernis apivorus 

under any circumstances? He had his very own love, Mr. Twenty-four-carat-shining-

affection, at his side and no man could want for any more. Except for a pot of tea and a bacon 

sandwich and an early night with Jonty in his bed. He must surely be feeling the strange after 

effects of some peculiarly vivid dream.  

Orlando leaned over and shook his friend’s shoulder. “Jonty, come on. We need to get back 

or they’ll be worrying about us at the hotel.” 

“Too tired, you rogue. Let me rest awhile…” Jonty turned over and snuggled into Orlando’s 

coat. 

“This isn’t any time for your games. Wake up.” 

Jonty reluctantly opened one eye, looked puzzled, then smiled and nestled his head deeper 

into his lover’s jacket. “Hello Orlando. So lovely to see you. Love you more than anything in 

the whole world, you know.” 

“If we were back at the hotel you might just have time to prove that to me. If we ran…” 

“Want to stay here. I’ve had a lovely sleep. Nice dreams too.” Jonty suddenly sat bolt upright 

and looked anxiously around the glade.  

“Whatever’s up?” 

“There’s no one else been here, has there?” 

“No. At least I don’t think so. Last night I thought …I thought I was…” Orlando didn’t want 

to dwell upon what he had felt in his dream. To be attempting to snog Matthew Ainslee’s hat 



was too vile to mention. “It was just something, a rather vivid vision, I experienced while 

sleeping. Did you have any strange dreams, too?”  

“Well, I thought I was… I thought I had…” Jonty blushed and swiftly got to his feet. “I think 

you’re right. We need to get back to that hotel pretty sharpish. I don’t feel comfortable here at 

all.” 

Orlando put his arm around his lover, the warmth and tenderness immediately working their 

spell on him so that Jonty relaxed a little.  

“Ah, Orlando. Give me your hands, if we be friends, and Jonathan shall make amends.”  

“Amends for what? Leading us into the woods so late at night and getting us lost?” 

Jonty’s blush deepened. “Yes, Orlando, something like that...” 



“‘twas but a dreame of thee.”  

 

by Charlie Cochrane and Jaccers 

 

 

Cambridge November 1906 

 

It was Saturday, but Coppersmith and Stewart couldn’t dine at The Bishop’s Cope.  

Some wag had decided to take up a friend’s challenge and drag a cow, a fully-grown Friesian, 

into the pub’s kitchen. The cow was, unsurprisingly, extremely upset by the experience and 

manifested this distress in copious quantities. The wag had been made to pay for—indeed 

take part in—the cleaning and to compensate the loss of takings. He’d ended up severely out 

of pocket and Coppersmith and Stewart had ended up in The Mackerel. 

They viewed the menu with a degree of suspicion. Jonty couldn’t shake off the 

uncomfortable feeling this establishment naturally produced, given it had been the scene of 

one or two undergraduate misdemeanours. Orlando was equally perturbed, as he’d only just 

got used to regularly eating at The Bishop’s Cope, which he trusted. His favourite dish, steak 

and kidney pudding, wasn’t present on The Mackerel’s bill of fare, but oyster pie was.  

“Do you think that I should venture it, Dr. Stewart?” 

Jonty grinned. “I will if you will, Dr. Coppersmith. And a pint or two of stout to wash it 

down.” 

The pie proved rich and tasty, although for Jonty there was a lingering suspicion that one or 

two of the oysters might have been past their prime. If they had ever seen a prime in the first 

place. The beer was thick and tasty, though, which made Orlando slightly unsteady and 

slurred in tone, so when they slid back to St Bride’s their progress was neither direct nor 

elegant. They parted at the porters’ lodge, the pie lying so heavily on their stomachs making 

any further enjoyment of each other’s company not a pleasant prospect. They wanted their 

own beds and bathrooms and no risk of embarrassment. 

Jonty made his way up the staircase to his set with an unsteady heavy tread, a slow nauseated 

burning in the pit of his raging, stomach, a burning that seemed determined to snake its way 

up slowly towards his throat. He’d never suffered from sea sickness in his life and he 

imagined this particular sense of ill feeling as being exactly what Orlando, who did suffer that 

particular malaise, had described at painful length. It was not the pints of bitter causing this 

distress, for they hadn’t imbibed enough of the potent brew. Jonty had a sinking feeling that 

the oyster pie might be the culprit. He stopped, gripped the banister and willed the spasm to 

pass before continuing to his rooms at a quicker pace.  

Finding his key, he shakily opened his door then rushed straight for his medicine cabinet, 

looking frantically for the bicarbonate of soda. On finding the brown glass jar, he mixed a 

small quantity with a glass of water and swallowed the vile concoction. It didn’t seem to help. 

He stripped off his upper layers of clothing, not caring where they dropped, then filled the 

sink with cold water and splashed at his face and neck, trying to cool the feverish burning 

encompassing him. Deciding to give the physic time to work its healing magic on a 

dreadfully unsettled stomach, he tried to push aside any nauseous feelings; even at his 

drunken youthful revels he hadn’t felt as green about the gills as this. 

Unwilling to find refuge in sleep, Jonty picked up a beloved volume of John Donne’s works 



from his bedside table. Flicking on the lamp, he sank weakly onto his bed, hoping the poet 

would serve as a distraction for his bilious stomach.  

Pulling the eiderdown over his legs, he snuggled down and started to read. After ten minutes 

or so, Donne’s beautiful words began to blend into one long sentence, the soothing effect of 

the text hypnotic upon Jonty’s overwrought senses. He found his eyes closing and, rather than 

fight the healing properties of slumber, acquiesced to the beckoning arms of Morpheus. 

Swirling colours began to paint a kaleidoscope of patterns across his mind. Jonty felt light 

headed, as if his body was floating on air, and all the while the world as he knew it rushed by, 

like an artist’s canvas of his life. The murders at the college, the trauma of facing his past, 

and then the beginning of healing of a deep wound, brought about by his unexpected 

relationship with Orlando. That was a joy gift beyond all expectation, even beyond Donne’s 

expressive words. 

Twice or thrice had I lov’d thee, Before I knew thy face or name; So in a voice, so in a 

shapeless flame …”  

Jonty slept. 

 

*** 

 

Orlando felt better once the room had stopped spinning, a habit it had taken to adopting 

whenever he had imbibed more than a pint of beer. He felt rather perturbed and not a little 

anxious; suddenly the relatively short distance between his bedroom and the bathroom 

seemed a void without measure. Sleep on the settee could be the solution, shortening the 

distance by half, but nightclothes were an impossibility (requiring an inordinate amount of 

co-ordination he didn’t possess at present) so he decided to sleep in his shirt and underwear. 

He knew his mother would have been horrified at anything so slovenly, but he elected to 

retain his vest as a small concession.  

His fitful slumbers, uneasily reached as the pie sped around his alimentary canal, were ended 

by a rat-tat-tatting on his door. He knew who it would be, of course—only one person was 

quite so determined and such a bloody nuisance with it. It felt like three o’clock in the 

morning, but his eyes persuaded him that there was sufficient light to make it seven or eight, 

so murder of said pest would have to wait till another day when it would be more justified. 

He opened the door with a gruff, “This had better be worthwhile, Jonty,” only to be stopped 

short by the vision he encountered.  

Jonty was dressed in the most gorgeous red slashed velvet doublet that Orlando had ever 

seen. Not that he had seen that many, except in Elizabethan portraits. A vague memory of a 

discussion the night before about a Tudor themed day in the English department swam 

through the murky waters of his brain. Jonty had obviously obtained a spectacular costume—

probably employing his mother’s influence—and was trying it out. In that it was proving a 

great success, making Orlando grow very hot under the collar. Only he seemed not to be 

wearing a collar, which was odd, given that he’d gone to sleep in his short without removing 

it. 

“John, what a sight thou art! Did the ale not agree with thee? A pint or two more than was 

wise, sir?” A huge grin broke over Jonty’s face and he strode into the room, seating himself 

in front of the fire and poking it into life.  

Orlando smiled at the period speech, even if he was disconcerted at being addressed by a 

different name. He was about to make a witty riposte when he noticed Jonty’s wig. A very 



authentic looking hairpiece, with long blonde locks that set off the man’s handsome features 

well and added to the Tudor appearance.  

Two could play at this game. 

“I think that the oyster pie may have been a little over-rich sir. More to thy tastes.” Orlando 

felt smug at his use of what he thought were appropriate words—a smugness that fled when 

he looked around his room in an effort to locate his trousers. Everything looked different. It 

was the same room and the same view from the window, although the panes looked newer, 

but the contents resembled something from a Tudor portrait. That bugger Jonty had obviously 

been in during the night and changed all his things for old fashioned ones. And in the process 

he had changed Orlando’s attire for an antique night gown. 

“Dr. Stewart, what have you been up to?” A joke was all very well, but there were lengths 

beyond which a chap should not go. 

Jonty looked puzzled. “Stewart? I understand thee not, sir. Does the beer still addle thy wits?” 

Orlando fumed, “Stop this charade right now, Jonty. I haven’t the wit or patience for it this 

morning.” 

Jonty chuckled. “I have seen thee out of thy wits before, but this will wear the crown among 

our exploits. Come sit here.” He drew Orlando down onto the padded bench that had 

somehow been manoeuvred into the set of rooms in the night. Jonty looked at him exactly as 

if he were a rather slow child being given his first lessons. “My name is Hen-ry Wri-oth-es-

ley, as thou well know’st. Now say it with me. Hen-ry—come sir this must be done—Wri-

oth-es-ley. Excellent! Now thou remembrest, although it might be more familiar to thee as 

sweet Henry, do not go Henry, stay with me this night Henry.” He laughed heartily, rose and 

poked the fire again. “Now, dress thyself more seemly and we will find a place to break our 

fast.” 

 

***  

 

Jonty awoke to a furious rapping and pounding; once deciding that the hullabaloo was not 

indeed his own head thumping away like a hammer on an anvil, he pulled the pillow over his 

face and tried to ignore the battering sounds coming from his door.  

If that is Orlando, he would take great pleasure in throttling him senseless. But the banging 

and hollering increased in tempo until Jonty, using an imaginative stream of invective, 

climbed grumpily out of his warm inviting bed and stomped off to give the man a piece of his 

mind.  

His set of rooms were in darkness, the heavy drapes still drawn, and as he staggered about 

Jonty stubbed his toe on the corner of a chair, which didn’t improve his sour mood. He 

wrenched open the door—and why he had to rise from his bed to do so, given that Orlando 

had his own key, was even more annoying—and let rip.  

“Orlando, I swear I shall take great delight in making your life as absolute a misery as you 

have made mine. What on earth are you doing up and about at this time of the morning? This 

had better—” Jonty stood the door mouth gaping in shock as he took in the vision that was 

Orlando Coppersmith. Was he delirious or running mad? He shook his head to try to clear his 

befuddled mind, but to no avail. No, Orlando had to be the insane one, standing in the 

doorway dressed in Elizabethan costume.  

Jonty blinked uncertainly as the vision—in a blue velvet slashed doublet, a paler blue silk 

pulled through the slashes, and a crimson cloak tossed rakishly over his shoulder—gave him 



a puzzled look as he entered the room. Orlando carelessly flung off said cloak then moved 

across the room to pull open the curtains. The bright sun flooding in made Jonty immediately 

shut his eyes against the sudden explosion of light assaulting his aching head. He flinched, 

groaned and collapsed onto his sofa but the softness he expected wasn’t there.  

“What the hell?” he shouted as his backside connected with timber and not upholstery. What 

had happened? The room itself looked familiar, the windows were in the same place but the 

furniture wouldn’t have been out of place in one of Cambridge’s expensive antique shops. It 

certainly wasn’t his comfortable old sofa on which he was reclining: actually none of the 

furniture was his. 

“God’s teeth Henry, thou dost look a woeful sight. Did thou imbibe too freely of the grape 

last night? Come my lord, make haste, get thee dressed, our horses await us. The fresh air 

will do thee good and sweep the cobwebs from thy mind.” The apparition chivvied and 

fussed, sounding mightily amused at Jonty’s predicament. Jonty felt an overwhelming urge to 

murder his lover right there, slowly and painfully. While he’d normally be ready for any 

practical joke, his fragile state of mind and body this morning meant that his sense of humour 

wasn’t up to arsing about. All he wanted to do was go back to bed. And what was this idiot 

doing prattling on about horses? Orlando couldn’t abide the equine species and abhorred 

riding. 

“Horses?  And who the ruddy hell is Henry? Look, any other time this would be funny, but 

not this morning. That bloody pie must have been on the turn.” Jonty lay back against the 

settle, closed his eyes and willed himself to wake up from this nightmare, vowing never to eat 

oyster pie again. 

“Has the wine addled thy reason, Henry my love? Stop playing the fool, for the horses are 

over eager to be exercised and champing at the bit to be off. Drink this—it will make thee 

feel better.” Orlando cruelly waved a goblet under Jonty’s nose. 

The smell of the wine making him retch, Jonty jumped off the settle and raced towards the 

sink, nearly tripping over his nightshirt in the process. He reeled to a halt hand clapped over 

his mouth: nightshirt? Jonty recollected going to bed partially clothed, but certainly not 

wearing an antique nightshirt. And where in god’s name was the sink? Looking about and 

finding what looked like a chamber pot, he snatched it up and was promptly sick into it. 

Orlando knelt beside him and mopped at his brow with a fine linen handkerchief. “Forgive 

me, my love. I did in truth not think thee to be so ill. Shall I fetch the physician? Thou must 

be suffering from an ague and be delirious to keep calling me Orlando when thou knowest 

full well I am your John. Hast thou been reading Will’s play again, to confuse thee so? Come, 

let me get thee abed. Ar’t sure I cannot fetch the physician?”  

The not-quite-Orlando slung his arm over his shoulders and half dragged him to the bed. 

Jonty felt a curious sense of detachment, a sense of watching a strange tableau unfolding 

before his very eyes. My rooms but not my furniture, my lover face but not Orlando’s name, 

and this peculiar garb. This must be the worst nightmare I ever had. He felt himself being 

tucked up in bed, the pillows being plumped and puffed up behind his shoulders. Not-quite-

Orlando took hold of his hand and brushed lips across his knuckles.  

“I shall be back anon, my lord.” 

Jonty watched as the man left, a nagging sense of recognition tugging at the back of his mind. 

This John’s face was dreadfully familiar and he had called Jonty both my lord as well as 

Henry. Then there’d been a mention of a play of Will’s. A glimmer of light began to dawn: 



the face that was so familiar, of course he would know it. He’d only been studying the man’s 

portrait the previous morning, as well as reading his work before sleep claimed him.  

John Donne. In this dream or hallucination or whatever it was, Orlando was John Donne—or 

vice versa—and he thought Jonty was Henry Wriothesley, the Earl of Southampton and Will 

Shakespeare’s patron. And in this strange place, Donne was Southampton’s lover.  

Jonty closed his eyes, lay back against the pillows and willed a proper, dreamless sleep to 

come, for when he woke all would be back to normal. He felt a cool cloth bathe his fevered 

brow and opened his eyes reluctantly. John had returned, sitting beside him tenderly dabbing 

at his forehead, with a cloth dipped in a bowl of cool water.  

“John Donne….” Jonty let the name roll off his tongue experimentally and was rewarded 

with a glowing smile from the man himself. 

“Henry Wriothesley. My dearest, most affectionate lord.” He traced a gentle finger down 

Jonty’s face. “I wonder by my troth, what thou, and I did, till we loved? Were we not wean’d 

till then? But suck’d on countrey pleasures, childishly? Or snorted we i’the seven sleeper’s 

den? Twas so; But this, all pleasure’s fancies be. If ever beauty I did see, Which I desir’d, 

and got, ‘twas but a dreame of thee.” 

Despite the after effects of the oyster pie, Jonty’s heart leapt. This must be how Orlando felt 

when he quoted sonnets to him during their intimate moments together. But now the tables 

were turned; it was all too confusing. 

 

*** 

 

At last it had penetrated Orlando’s head that he was dreaming. The ale had definitely fuddled 

his wits, because it had taken him an age to abandon the notion of being a victim of a 

practical joke. That had been discarded when he saw the changes had occurred not just to his 

room but to the city itself. Not even the formidable resources of that formidable lady, 

Hyacinth Stewart herself, could have managed to change the architecture of Cambridge 

overnight. He’d dabbled with the idea of being victim of a one of Dr. Panesar’s time 

machines, but couldn’t see how he could have entered such a contraption, even if he had 

managed to walk all the way to the Physics department in his sleep.  

So, a dream it had to be: a vibrant experience that eventually saw him, Dr Orlando 

Coppersmith, striding the streets of Cambridge in a black velvet doublet with a matching 

cloak lined with indigo silk and someone who looked identical to Jonty but who seemed to be 

the Earl of Southampton, at his side. He, according to the strange logic of the unconscious 

world, was apparently John Donne. This caused a few problems as he couldn’t remember a 

word of the Donne poems that Jonty had lovingly read to him. Worse than that, he hated the 

things, as they contained rather unnecessary language, so if the Earl was expecting a stream 

of fine verse he would be sorely disappointed he’d have to whistle for it.  

If he were to be given the pleasure of such a realistic dream, why couldn’t he be Newton, or 

someone else whose work he could understand and whose brain he could more happily 

inhabit? It was so unfair. 

Jonty-who-was-Henry took him to a tavern where a posset was ordered, Orlando had never 

had one of these before and when it came, he eyed it with suspicion. But under his lover’s 

nagging he attempted the drink, finding it surprisingly pleasant and soothing to his aching 

head and queasy stomach. Which was all very odd, because he was presumably only 

dreaming the queasiness and headache—and the posset too.  



“When thou has’t quite recovered, I would be delighted to hear the new verse that has been 

entertaining thy thoughts these last days. Come, never look so shy, sir. Thou has’t promised it 

to me time and again. I have not a jot of patience left.” 

Orlando’s jaw dropped. He couldn’t remember more than the odd word of Donne’s poetry, in 

spite of the numerous and most intimate times he’d heard it. Even in a stupid dream he would 

have to give account of himself, or he might find himself called out. Or something equally 

silly and Elizabethan. He recalled his favourite advice to his students—write about what you 

know, not what you suppose or don’t understand-- he would have to try to produce an ode 

about something he was familiar with and the face in front of him provided inspiration. The 

total transformation of his life that had been occasioned by Jonty Stewart.  

“My verse is still untutored and unfinished, my lord, but what I have I will share with thee.” 

Jonty would have called this ‘busking’, thinking on your feet as quickly as possible to get 

yourself through a tricky situation. Orlando busked as if his life depended on it.  

“Half a life in night I lay, one year for every hour twixt light and light, 

Till long awaited morn broke in the Morningstar of thine eye 

Ne’er again will I benighted rest as I unhap’ly slept before thy dawning 

Golden dreams and sweet slumbers now are mine since all days start and end with thee.” 

Henry-not-quite-Jonty smiled kindly and ruffled Orlando’s hair. “Not the most accomplished 

of thine offerings, but the words touch me greatly. That is assuming that I am their intended 

recipient? They would work as well for our Saviour.”  

“They are written for one whose face thou see’st in thy glass my lord.” Orlando, pleased with 

how he was managing this Tudor language nonsense, finished his drink. 

“Then they are more precious to me than all the mightiest works of the London stage.” He 

leaned over as if to plant a kiss on his lover’s cheek, but instead whispered in his ear. “Drink 

up, sir. The day is but young and I can think of many a pleasure we might share before she 

reaches her womanhood.” 

Orlando, puzzled at the mention of females, suddenly twigged that clever allusions were 

being made. Although his grin disappeared when he realised what might be being suggested 

here: he was being propositioned, and that led to some interesting ethical arguments. He had 

always vowed that he would never kiss anyone except Jonty, but this was a dream, so he 

wasn’t sure it counted. Secondly, the man with him was Jonty to all intents and purposes, 

being his double in both looks and voice. Thirdly...but he could not formulate a thirdly, which 

upset his mathematical mind,  because he was being pulled out of his seat and bundled into 

the street, heading back for his college and, presumably, to one of their rooms.  

 

*** 

 

Jonty watched as the servant, whom he presumed was his own, brought in the food requested 

by John and placed it on a table in the bedroom. Even though he knew this was just a dream, 

Jonty was determined to enjoy every moment of it. Leaning back against the pillows he 

smiled at such a diverting flight of fancy, coming to the conclusion that it might even have 

been worth eating that dreadful oyster pie, if this were the result. 

The servant turned and bowed. “I have seen to it that thy horses have been stabled my lord, 

does thee have all that thou requir’st?” 

“For the moment yes, much obliged to you.” Jonty thought it best to avoid making a mistake 

over the man’s name. He had only a theoretical idea how people in Elizabethan times treated 



their servants so he resorted to using his own good manners and breeding.  He risked a glance 

at John, who had moved off the bed to collect the tray, to see if the man had noticed anything 

strange about his behaviour. The servant deferentially bowed again and discreetly left the 

room. 

Jonty sat on the bed, his legs tucked up under his nightgown and arms wrapped loosely 

around his knees while he watched John cut thick slices of what he called manchet bread, 

which he knew was made of the finest wheat. It was a luxury that only the richest people 

could afford to eat with any regularity in Tudor times: Wriothesley’s fortunes seem to parallel 

his own family’s income. John smothered the slices of bread with thick yellow butter then 

passed them Jonty along with a tankard of ale. Jonty sniffed cautiously before taking an 

experimental sip. It tasted different to what he was used to, but given this was a dream, 

anything could happen so, with a slight shrug of his shoulders he decided to play along with 

his subconscious.  

“I regret our not being able to ride this morning John. Please accept my apologies.” 

“There is always tomorrow. Dost thou feel better after some ale and food? I find after a night 

of carousing such as we partook of last night that some watered ale will ease the queasiness 

somewhat.” John spoke in between mouthfuls of bread and beer. 

“What exactly did we do last night? I find I have no recollection. I seem not to be myself this 

morning.” Which was an understatement. Jonty reached over, took the knife from John’s 

hand and helped himself to more bread and butter. He was beginning to enjoy himself. 

“My love, do’st thou truly not remember?” John sat back to study Jonty with a raised 

eyebrow and a twitch of his lips. 

“Nay John, in truth I do not.” Jonty replied, his mouth full of bread and butter. 

“Shall I act it out for thee, my lord?’ John smirked as he reached over and grabbed Jonty’s 

hand to pull him close. 

That will teach me for playing with fire. 

How could Jonty extract himself from this particular situation? He found Donne the poet 

fascinating but was damned certain he didn’t want him for a lover. Not even in a dream. 

Besides which, dream or not Orlando would never forgive him. “Ah, I feel a small 

recollection of later happenings but I am truly foggy about our carousing.” 

“Oh, ’tis of no importance what we did earlier, Henry. I have the desire to show thee our 

carousing of later.” As John made a move to embrace him, Jonty leapt out of bed like a 

scalded cat, feet tangling in his nightgown. He landed in an ungainly tangle, so John hurried 

over and helped him to his feet. “Come my dear. Thou wast not shy last night.” 

“Ah… well, see John…I…” Jonty stammered. It would be just his luck that Orlando would 

make an appearance in the dream just as he was trying to extract himself from a 

compromising situation and although his friend and lover’s sense of humour had improved 

since they had first met, Jonty doubted even his clever tongue could talk his way out of this 

dilemma. “I still feel ill.” 

 Why couldn’t he wake up right now? 

“Fie on you, my lord. Thou didst eat more than thy fair share of breakfast…ill indeed.” John 

rolled his eyes. “Come here and let me kiss thee, for thou shall forget thy illness in mine 

arms.”  

“What if my illness is catching?” Jonty asked, manoeuvring himself behind the settle. 

“Pfft…oh cruel jesting heart.” John smiled and moved around the obstacle. “Do’st thou think 

me craven? Henry forsooth, you are an entertaining wretch to make such a game.” 



Oh blast it. He thinks I am playing a lover’s game with him. “I...well… you see John...oh 

dash it. What if we are interrupted?” 

“I gave orders for us not to be disturbed, my love, for thou art indisposed and I am caring for 

thee. Come tarry no longer. I wish to prove my affectionate devotion to my dearest lord.” 

John he took hold of Jonty’s arms. 

Jonty licked his lips nervously, wondering how on earth he was going to extract himself now. 

He couldn’t exactly explain that he wasn’t really Henry Wriothesley, but what would happen 

if he didn’t wake up? He desperately hoped that if Orlando was dreaming because of that 

woeful pie, he was at least experiencing something less like Alice in Wonderland. He fully 

expected the Mad Hatter to show up any moment. 

As John’s mouth lowered to his, Jonty scrunched up his eyes, thinking he was about to get his 

just desserts for being such an ass as to think that he was actually enjoying this dream. He 

never wanted to see, smell, hear mention of oyster pie again! A pair of wet lips touched his... 

Drip. Drip.  

Jonty wiped at his face, thinking John Donne was a sloppy kisser, nowhere near as 

accomplished as Orlando.  

Drip. Drip.  

He opened one bleary eye, afraid of what he might see. A glass tumbler was on its side, the 

water in it spilling across his bedside table and dripping slowly over the side onto his face. He 

sat bolt upright in bed, patting his chest and pulling back the eiderdown to see what clothes 

he was wearing. His own, he realised with a gasp of relief. The room was his own, the 

furniture was his own, too. He started to laugh, despite his thumping head and queasy 

stomach, and only then noticed the book of Donne’s poetry beside his pillow. Still chuckling, 

he shook his head at his fanciful dream and the shock it had given him. Never again would he 

go to bed with a queasy stomach and an overactive imagination. 

He’d have a bath, then go out and get some fresh bread rolls and call on Orlando. Wouldn’t 

he have a laugh when he heard about the dream and what a close call it had been? 

On his way back from the bakery Jonty picked up a copy of the Times; he knew how Orlando 

loved to share the paper over coffee, taking the opportunity to discuss the news of the day, 

especially if the society pages contained stories of Jonty’s mother and her friends.  

As he flicked through, a small headline almost made him drop the bag of rolls.  

EARLY DONNE POEM DISCOVERED. 

He stood in the middle of the pavement gawping like a village idiot at the extraordinary 

coincidence. Orlando would be amazed. He set off with an excited trot more suited to a 

dunderhead than a fellow of St Brides, bounding like an overgrown puppy all the way to 

Orlando’s set of rooms. Once there, he thumped noisily on the door, heedless of the row he 

was making. Only then he remembered that he had a key. 

 

*** 

 

The Earl took Orlando up to his own rooms. It was Jonty’s set, of course, just as Orlando 

knew that it would be, although the Tudor furniture and objects made it seem unfamiliar. As 

he expected, he was embraced by Henry the minute they’d closed the door and furious kisses 

were rained on his hair and ears, the only parts he was letting Southampton have access to 

until he’d solved his moral dilemma. Salvation appeared to have come in the form of 

someone knocking at the door. This furious rat-tat-tatting increased in volume until Orlando’s 



eyes, which he had shut tight at Wriothesley’s first assault, sprang open, catching sight of 

photographs and modern furniture.  

He had a simultaneous realisation that the knocking wasn’t due to some Elizabethan servant 

but most likely announced the arrival of the genuine Jonty Stewart, at the portals to Orlando’s 

set. He rose from the couch with a genuine hangover this time and no prospect of a posset to 

quell it. He jerked open the door just as Jonty had unlocked it with his key, causing the man 

to fall into the room on top of him.  

“Orlando, you great pudding, what on earth are you playing at? You look terrible, although I 

suppose I look no better. Anyway, you simply have to see what’s in the paper.” He 

brandished the Times under Orlando’s nose. 

“What are you going on about?” 

“They’ve discovered a new Donne poem, an early one. Not very good but rather sweet. As 

though he were finding his poetical feet. It begins Half a life in night I lay, one year for every 

hour twixt light and light. Orlando, are you alright? You look awfully pale. Shall I fetch 

Nurse Hatfield? Orlando...?” 



Guardian Angel 

 

 

“Doctor Stewart!” 

Jonty reflected how ironic it was that the Archangel Raphael had a voice so resembling that 

possessed by the Vice Chancellor of Cambridge University. Perhaps it was mere 

coincidence—the tone of absolute but merciful authority making them sound so alike—or 

maybe the heavenly being had allowed his accent to be replicated for those humans he most 

favoured. “Yes, Raphael?”  

At least Jonty was allowed to use the angelic being’s name; he had never referred to the 

leader of the University as Claude. At least not to his face and never when sober.  

“Please be seated. I believe that we need to have some conversation.” 

“Yes, Raphael.” Jonty’s heart sank; he sat down and folded his wings around himself 

demurely. His countenance, seen reflected not in a glass darkly but in the shining metal 

ceremonial shield by Raphael’s desk, bore the look of extreme innocence that he’d cultivated 

over the years and which had graced Bride’s chapel at many an evensong before the war. His 

body may have been made anew but his face was undoubtedly the strikingly beautiful one (or 

so both his mother and Orlando described it) he had worn for thirty odd years on earth.  

“And that expression may fool old ladies and maidens but it cuts no ice with me.” Raphael 

looked stern, but then let his face met into a smile, his own countenance outshining even 

Jonty’s in its magnificence. “Jonty. Dear Jonty. I don’t want to be hard on you. That’s not my 

role. I just wanted to make sure that you understood the nature of your brief.” 

“I do. It’s to look after Dr Coppersmith until such time as my services are no longer required 

and we are given our new commission together.” Jonty finished his recital and smiled 

contentedly. It wasn’t such a hard task to be given. 

“And do you feel that you have discharged this responsibility properly?” 

“I think so.” Jonty prepared to defend himself. “I did nudge him out of the way of that 

bayonet at Ypres. Made it go straight into a tree so it couldn’t harm anyone. And there was 

that runaway carriage I guided into a hay cart. No bones broken all round.” 

“And the incident with the ice cream cone? Perhaps you thought I hadn’t noticed that one ?” 

Jonty suddenly stiffened, caught out in his guilt. “Ah. Well. You see, that was really just a 

little token of our past together; it was just the sort of thing I might have done, giving a little 

push so his poor conk ended up covered in cream or jam or some other delicacy. I did wonder 

whether he thought I might be behind it in some way—Orlando’s not clumsy as a rule.” He 

sighed ruefully at the remembrance of happy times passed together.  

“That might just have been acceptable as there was not even injury sustained to his pride, 

there being no witnesses. But what about the episode with the young lady? The one you made 

run away crying as if she’d seen a ghost?” Raphael tried to appear stern but could only 

manage avuncular. He wasn’t adopting his true Old Testament guise, a persona he was said to 

find rather wearing to keep up. “Or as if she’d seen another sort of heavenly figure—like an 

avenging angel?” 

“Ah. Again.” Jonty had an inspiration. “My brief is to protect Orlando and that’s what I was 

doing. That minx had such designs upon him, she needed to be sent off with a flea in her ear.” 

“Jonty,” Raphael’s voice had sunk to almost a whisper, “don’t you want him to have the 

chance of happiness again?” 



Jonty sighed deeply, his eyes welling with beatific tears. He was silent for a long moment. 

“Of course I do, it’s what I want above all things. But with the right person, not some pouting 

and prancing filly who only wants him for his name or money.” He looked up, facing his 

superior angelic being without fear. “That’s what she was after. She didn’t truly love him—I 

know because I consulted the angel who keeps an eye on her. We were both in accord that the 

whole thing was a bad idea.” 

“And if the right woman did come along? What would you do then?” 

“Then I’d see the job through, I promise. Although, I’m not sure there ever could be the right 

woman for Orlando. Perhaps some nice chap, with plenty of patience and kindness, who 

could hang around uncomplainingly for long enough to let the idiot realise that he was being 

wooed and wooed well.” Jonty sighed again. “It would take an awful lot for him to love 

again, you know.” 

“I do indeed, but the question needed to be asked.” 

“As you’ve told me many a time, it’s not about what I like or dislike. It’s about doing the 

right thing. Thereby lies greatness. Isn’t that correct?” 

Raphael stood up, flexing his magnificent wings, then leant over and clapped Jonty’s 

shoulder. “It is; we’ll make an angel of you yet. Then you can teach him when the time’s 

right.” 



Pride, Prejudice, Persuasion and all the rest 

 

 

 

Pride 

 

Jonty Stewart put down his book and picked up his thoughts.  

He’d never been a great fan of H.G. Wells, but Orlando had insisted that he give this book a 

try and—glory be!—he’d not regretted it. A strange book, or so it had proved, a mixture of 

scientific and sociological speculation, entertaining but rather disturbing. Jonty wondered 

whether he should ask Dr. Panesar if such a time machine would be possible, if some future 

generation would be able to take to travelling across the centuries, as his own generation were 

wrestling to make travel in the skies a practical reality.  

Second thoughts suggested that might not be the most reliable way forward, as Dr. P—who 

considered everything possible—was bound to say “yes”. 

Still, a bit of speculation on the topic would stave off the ennui; Jonty had to find something 

to do for the next week. He turned to the empty space in his bed, a space bereft of Orlando 

Coppersmith, who’d left that very morning for an important mathematical conference at St. 

Andrew’s. He had a paper to deliver and wanted to make a really good fist of it, unlike the 

previous occasion when he’d muttered into his waistcoat for forty five minutes and bored 

everyone rigid. Orlando had been in such a state on leaving the house that he’d come back 

twice, once because he’d got it into his bonce that he’d not packed any clean socks—despite 

the fact that both Jonty and Mrs. Ward had checked his case—and a second time because 

he’d not kissed Jonty goodbye.  

Poor Orlando; Jonty loved him beyond all reasoning, even when he was grumpy and 

obstinate, even when he ate the last bull’s-eye in the bowl. Even when Jonty had been lured 

by Jimmy Harding, almost beyond the power of any man to resist, he’d defied temptation and 

remained obstinately true to his lover.  

“Lead us not into temptation.”  Well, he’d been led, he’d escaped and Papa would have been 

proud of him, if he’d ever found out, which thank the Lord he hadn’t. Long may that state of 

affairs—all those states of affairs—continue. 

 

Prejudice 

 

Mrs. Stewart had always tried to drum into her offspring that they should never feel too smug 

or proud of themselves, as you never knew what was around the corner to trip you up. Or, in 

this case, what was half way down Castle Hill waiting to knock you off your bike.  

Jonty had cut across to drop some papers off at Girton and had luckily escaped with both his 

reputation and trousers intact, having only braved the porters’ lodge in the process. He set off 

for St. Bride’s to collect his college post, singing a nice tricky little Gilbert and Sullivan  

patter song as he went, with not a care in the world and the prospect of going out with Dr. 

Panesar that evening and having too much beer and no-one subsequently telling him off for 

coming home in a state.  

Magdalene Bridge was in sight when something blue and hard came whizzing out from his 

left hand side, sending him sprawling and bending his spokes.  

“I’m sorry.” A hand reached under Jonty’s arm and helped him to his feet. “No bones broken, 



I hope?”  

“No thanks to you, you great clod hopping idio…” Jonty finished brushing off his trousers 

and looked for the first time at the man who had bundled into him. Strewth.  

Whoever-it-was had picked up Jonty’s bike and was examining the front wheel. Tall bloke, 

wearing a coat with what might be military buttons on it, but the material seemed the wrong 

colour. Face like he’d seen a bit of action in the bottom of a ruck, hair like Jonty’s when he’d 

just woken and hadn’t quite licked it into shape for the day. 

“I’ve made a hell of a mess of this, though.” The man held up the wheel and looked at Jonty 

through the spokes. “Want me to get it fixed?” He smiled and the temperature in Jonty’s 

chest went up four degrees, hotter even than when he’d been laid out with the flu. 

“No, it’s fine. The porters down at St. Bride’s will sort it out. It’s not the first time I’ve come 

a cropper and it won’t be the last. They’re used to me.” Jonty returned the smile.  

“I’d better help you wheel it there, then—you look a bit shaken.” The man patted Jonty’s 

shoulder, in a not-quite-avuncular style. 

If steam starts hissing from my ears, will the porters notice? 

“That would be kind, thank you. Unless...” Jonty suspected this chap must have been going at 

a terrible lick to have collided with him so spectacularly. More spectacularly than anything 

he’d suffered on the rugby field, even at the hands of those swine at Old Deer Park. Jonty 

didn’t want to ask the question, in case the answer was “Yes, I was. Sorry, goodbye”, but he 

remembered his manners and said, “You seemed to be going somewhere.” 

“I was, but it should be fine.” The might-just-be-military stranger produced what Jonty 

thought was a small, ebony cigarette case, pressed it in several places then started listening to 

it. If that wasn’t peculiar enough, he started to mutter into it, as well, although the words were 

lost to Jonty as a great herd of dunderheads bellowed past. 

By the time he’d recovered his composure, whatever had been held to his new acquaintance’s 

shapely ear had been slipped into the greatcoat pocket. 

“There’s no hurry anymore. All shipshape and under control.” The man had obviously 

escaped from a lunatic asylum, but he was a handsome lunatic. “I should introduce myself. 

Wing Commander Gatrell.” He saluted and Jonty, in a moment of confusion, wondered 

whether he should curtsey. 

“Dr. Stewart.” He held out his hand. “Call me Jonty.” 

“Righty-ho. Call me Chris.” The lunatic balanced the bike against his hip then shook Jonty’s 

hand. “We should get this mended.” 

“What? Oh, the bike. Yes. Come along.” 

Jonty chose a circuitous route to the porters’ lodge, involving the Backs and several small 

lanes, stretching the journey time to its absolute limit and avoiding anywhere frequented by 

Dr. Peters, Ariadne Sheridan or any of the usual mob. By the time they’d arrived he’d found 

out that his new, possibly lunatic, friend liked chasing ghosts and flying airplanes. Thank 

goodness he’d actually been listening when Dr. Panesar had been wittering on about the 

Wrights and Bleriot and various other madmen who wanted to take to the air like birds, so he 

could keep up his end of the conversation. Maybe this Chris chap was another one from the 

Panesar mould.  

When they reached Bride’s, the bike got deposited into the porters’ hands, with Jonty leaving 

ten bob along with it to ensure good service. 

“Sun’s just about over the yardarm,” he said, squinting up at the sky to add veracity to his 

comment. “Would you like a wee snifter? I could do with one.”  



He didn’t think Chris would appreciate the offer of the dunderheads’ favourite—toast and 

tea—while the only person in Bride’s who could make a decent cup of coffee was Ariadne 

Sheridan and he wasn’t prepared to let the Wing Commander within a mile of that minx. 

“That sounds good. Are the pubs open?” Chris looked around him as if he thought there 

might not be a supplier of alcoholic beverages in the entire city. 

“Probably, but there’s always the risk of running into dunderheads there.” And being seen 

and reported on. “I’ve a bottle or three up in my study. I think I can make it there without any 

more accidents.” 

“Sounds just the thing!” Chris smiled and rubbed his hands together. 

Just the thing indeed. 

 

 

Sense 

 

There were distinctly more than three bottles in Jonty’s room. 

Chris plumped for a whisky and soda, which his host matched in choice, then plonked his 

backside in a disreputable looking armchair the other side of the fireplace from Jonty. The 

chair gave slightly under the impact of Chris’s wiry bottom, jolting his arm on its heavy 

wooden support. 

“Bugger!” He put down his drink, almost all of which he’d saved from the worst of the 

impact, and fingered his wrist.  

“Have you hurt yourself? I’m afraid I was so taken up with that stupid bicycle I never thought 

to ask whether you’d suffered in the collision.” Jonty leaped out of his chair. 

“It’s fine. Just a scratch.” A thin stream of blood began to trickle down Chris’s palm as he 

held it out for inspection.  

“Let the dog see the rabbit.” Jonty examined the wound. “Look, that’s a dirty great cut and 

it’s split open again. You’re lucky you don’t need a stitch in it. Our college Nurse likes 

getting out the old cat gut or whatever it is she uses and she’s none too gentle. Let me clean it 

up and dress it.”  

He fetched warm water, a cloth, and a small first aid kit that Mrs. Ward made sure was kept 

replenished. He gently wiped away the blood—and the oil from the wheel that seemed to 

cake Chris’s palms—taking particular care of the cut’s ragged edges, then applied a clean 

piece of lint, binding it all up with bandages of a dazzling whiteness. Almost as dazzling as 

Chris’s grateful smile.  

A set of expressive fingers—slightly grubby from the bicycle’s spokes—closed over Jonty’s. 

“Thank you.” 

“My pleasure.” Jonty reluctantly let the hand go. Better to clear away his medicinal 

necessities before he set the water all over the floor. For some reason he didn’t feel too 

steady. Maybe it had been a mistake, having Scotch on an empty stomach. “Would you fancy 

going for a spot of lunch?”  

“You wouldn’t need to twist my arm. Where do you recommend?” 

Jonty made a quick mental inventory of the local eating places. It would be almost 

blasphemous for the pair of them to go to the Bishop’s Cope and the Pickerel had been 

eschewed ever since the oyster pie incident. “The University Arms would be good, although 

we should find you a tie first.”  



Chris’s dress sense seemed scandalously casual and over fond of rustic tones; he’d need to be 

made decent before he could cross the hallowed portals of a proper hotel. 

“You could be right.” Chris smiled and felt his collar. “I came out a bit sharpish today—don’t 

think I considered what sort of company I’d find myself in.” His piercing eyes looked straight 

into Jonty’s with an expression he’d not seen in years—not in anybody but Orlando, anyway. 

He was being, if not directly propositioned, then left in no doubt that Chris fancied him. And 

might just be prepared to act upon the feeling. 

“We could come back here afterwards,” Jonty ventured, after a pause in which he had been 

staring into his guest’s eyes for just a bit too long. “For coffee or something.” 

Chris’s’ gaze strayed, alighting on the settee; a deep, soft one, piled with cushions. “That 

sounds an excellent idea.” 

They took a cab to the University Arms, Jonty still feeling shaken from the morning’s 

experiences. All through the journey—and all through an excellent luncheon—he and his 

unexpected guest chatted happily, the wine flowing and lubricating the vocal chords.  

Jonty decided to pontificate about the story he’d been ploughing through. “Have you read H. 

G. Wells’s book ‘The Time Machine’?” 

“Yes. Although I found it a bit uninventive.” 

Uninventive?  What would Dr. P make of that? “Then do you think that such a device would 

be possible?” 

A strange, knowing look passed over Chris’s face.  

“I’ll tell you when we’re back at St. Bride’s,” he said. “It’s too public here to divulge my 

story. I’ll end up being carted off.”  

“Oh, I see,” Jonty replied, nodding and not seeing at all. 

 

Persuasion 

 

Back at Jonty’s room, coffee was made and poured, port being eschewed as they were both 

feeling very nice but didn’t, at present, want to feel any nicer.  

“There’s nobody here to overhear us.” Jonty sat down at one end of the sofa, Chris having 

parked his shapely behind at the other end. “Tell me about time travel and why you believe 

it’s possible.”  

“I don’t just believe it. I know it.” Chris grinned, flashing a set of pearly teeth, which had 

clearly not suffered on the rugby pitch like his nose had done. “I’ve learned in the last few 

years that both time and dimensions can be travelled across or through, like ships can sail 

across and through the oceans.” 

“It sounds like you’ve been to one of Dr. Panesar’s lectures.” 

“The only Panesar I know of bowls slow left arm. No, I’ve just had some...interesting...things 

happen. And met some people—well, broadly you’d call them people—who’d make your 

Panesar and mine look like the most normal people in the world.” He looked over his coffee 

cup. “I assume your Dr. P is as eccentric as my Monty P?” 

“Stark raving bonkers. But the salt of the earth.” 

“Same here, then. You don’t suppose your Panesar and mine are the same person?” 

Jonty’s head hurt, and not just from the wine. “How can they...oh. Are you suggesting he 

might have got one of his mad machines to work? Made a double of himself?” 

“No. I mean maybe he sailed through time. Like I did.” 



“I’m sorry. I don’t quite follow.” Maybe they should have had port. It couldn’t have made 

Jonty any more bewildered.  

“I’ve been thrown through time in the past, just like one of your sailing ships might end up 

wildly off course and struggling to get back to where it should be. But I’ve also started taking 

deliberate journeys. That’s how I’m here, now. Thanks to a machine that Ben—he’s a mate of 

mine—and I, um, acquired.” 

If Chris was a lunatic, he was both a highly plausible and highly attractive one.  

Jonty frowned, an expression which Orlando said was particularly appealing on the rare 

occasions it graced his face. “I still don’t think I understand.”  

“Why should you? I’m not sure I do, and I’ve lived through it. Right. Where do I start?” 

Chris drew his fingers through his spiky hair and began to relate a story about a war, and a 

huge metal flying machine, intended to drop bombs and wreak enormous devastation. Jonty 

just about followed that bit, but when his guest started talking about a Paranormal Defence 

Agency and a Faerie Queen who definitely wasn’t Spenser’s, and a vicar who’d have 

scandalised even Ariadne Sheridan, he gave up listening and concentrated on those eyes and 

hands, and the rather attractive lips. And, while the idea flitted through his noddle that if 

Ariadne might be just the girl to sort these elvish folk out—no being, normal or paranormal 

would dare answer back to her—she couldn’t be led into such temptation as Chris 

represented. Only those who could resist should be lured.  

“I know I’m being terribly dim, but I’m just a Shakespeare scholar. Science not my hot point, 

so I need to clarify everything.” 

Chris gave him the sort of grin which suggested he’d spotted plenty of hot points about Jonty, 

all of which he’d like to clarify.  

“Are you saying you’re from the future?” 

“I am, indeed. Over a hundred years. Look.” Chris had rummaged in his pockets as he spoke, 

for items to confirm his tale. He produced a pen that worked without an ink sac to be filled 

and a small oblong card of some strange material with shiny numbers, called his visa card 

that he said was used to pay for things. There was also a device (the one he’d produced after 

the accident) which, he explained, could be used to communicate with somebody else who’d 

come back with him. It all seemed surprisingly convincing.  

“I suppose you find this all a bit hard to swallow?” He said, stuffing the objects back in his 

pockets once Jonty had examined them.  

“Oh, I believe you. My…” he was about to add that “his” Orlando was quite enthusiastic 

about the possibilities of air and undersea and space travel, that he believed it was a matter of 

engineering developments rather than theoretical impossibility and that maybe time travel 

was much the same thing. For some reason Jonty changed the words to, “…my doubts were 

dispelled when you showed me some tangible evidence.”  

He picked up the last of the peculiar artefacts from the sofa and handed it back to his visitor. 

Chris reached for the little card, too, their hands briefly touching and a burst of electricity 

springing between them.  

An accidental move or a calculated deliberate act? Jonty couldn’t decide, but either way it 

made no odds—Chris’s hand closed around his, the fingers gently caressing and soothing. 

There was a look in the man’s eye that was more than predatory. 

What about Orlando? 

He and Jonty had been entirely faithful each to the other, never a look for another man or 

woman let alone a touch of the hand. Jonty knew that he shouldn’t indulge in anything more 



with Chris than a conversation or the common courtesies of a handshake. Even though 

Stewart and Coppersmith hadn’t taken the vows of promising to cleave to each other alone, 

they held them unspoken in their hearts. Jonty was certain he shouldn’t stoop so low as to 

disgrace himself.  

Or he was up until Chris began to kiss him, hot lips on cold, warm sweet breath invading his 

face and mind. Then he found—to his great astonishment—that he had no inclination to 

resistance and simply had to give in entirely.  

Orlando (who was that exactly? Jonty seemed to have a vague recollection but couldn’t be 

sure) had faded like the mist on a hot summer’s morning. All that existed was Chris’s warm 

hands, his own happy heart and a soft sofa. 

 

Sensibility 

 

Jonty put down his pen and flexed his aching fingers.  

He could easily dash off an essay, pages long, about the true relationship between Antonio 

and Bassanio, but this creative writing lark was a right bugger. How Wells and Doyle and all 

the rest of them managed to produce the volume of stuff they did was beyond him. Two days 

he’d been writing, on and off, and barely a few thousand words, or so he estimated, to show 

for it.  

He’d wanted so much to write a novel so good that one day he could show to Orlando. He’d 

have to go back and change the character names, of course, or it’d be a bit obvious just whose 

nice little fantasy was being related here. Maybe he should move the action to Oxford and 

make the hero a Zoologist (Ariadne Sheridan would appreciate that, if he was ever brave 

enough to give her a look at the story) and he’d have to take the character equivalent to 

Orlando out of the equation altogether, given the adulterous nature of the tale in its present 

state.  

Or maybe he should take out the college element, and make it a novel more like Wells’s 

“War of the Worlds”, concentrating on what had been the story within the story. Aliens and 

fairies and a fight for the future of the earth and flying machines and dragons, and who knew 

what else? 

He was proud of inventing a metal flying machine—just how jealous would Orlando be Jonty 

ever got his hands on one of those?  But perhaps that female vicar idea had been a bit 

farfetched. The world was bound to change, heavier than air flight might become an everyday 

thing, but even the harridans at Girton might find the concept of a woman in a dog collar hard 

to swallow. And Jonty would certainly have to tone her down for Orlando not to foam at the 

mouth. 

Talking of Orlando foaming at the mouth, what should be done with Chris Gatrell? He’d have 

to stay as the hero, of course; Gatrell had been the gamekeeper down at the Old Manor and 

he’d taught Jonty to hunt and shoot, before giving up his life to save a drowning toddler. 

Maybe just introducing a new love interest would do it, rather than the too obvious 

Cambridge don. A rather bewildered and displaced character, like Dr. Panesar, although 

maybe that name should be changed to protect him from ridicule. Singh? Patel? Chaudry? 

The capacity for private jokes seemed limitless. Even Papa’s racehorse, Under the Hill, could 

be worked in somewhere, surely? 

He laid the manuscript aside to be finished off another time, when his mind would be ready to 

deal with the delicate matter of completing the tale without risking the wrath of either the 



censor, or his own Mama (who might create somewhat at her beloved boy writing about you-

know-what). Papa probably wouldn’t mind so long as you-know-what didn’t happen at you-

know-where and involve you-know-who. No besmirching the old college. 

Jonty yawned, stretched, grabbed a fresh sheet of foolscap, jotted down an outline for this 

newly reworked plot then stuffed everything down the back of the sofa, to be returned to 

when the muse took him. 

Which, alas, it never did... 

 

My thanks go to Alex Beecroft for letting me play with her characters, her name and her good 

reputation.  



Splitting infinitives 

 

The door to the Stewarts’s drawing room flew open, allowing two dishevelled figures to 

stagger in and fling themselves on the sofa. 

“Pour us both a drink, Jonty, there’s a good boy.” Mr. Stewart’s voice sounded unusually out 

of breath. “A large one for your mother. It’s been a bit of an afternoon.” 

“What on earth have you two been up to?” Jonty carefully poured a sweet sherry and a 

scotch, looked at the volume of alcoholic beverage, looked at his parents’ unusually tousled 

state and added another half inch to each glass. 

“Mrs. Stewart, let me take those.” Orlando didn’t worry that he’d have to leave their chess 

game while on the brink of a brilliant victory, even if it risked someone moving the pieces 

while no-one was looking. This was the time for action. Even though it wasn’t his role, he 

took his almost-mother-in-law’s hat and gloves, placing them neatly on a table by the door. 

“We were accosted, dear.” Mrs. Stewart seemed to have regained her voice. “In broad 

daylight, in that little mews that leads down to the square where the Milners live.” She 

shivered. “Nasty looking man, like Paget’s depiction of Holmes, but with a desperately 

unhealthy complexion. Sallow. He tried to kidnap your father.” 

“I’d hardly call it kidnap, Helena.” Mr. Stewart’s eyes were bright. 

Mrs. Stewart snorted. “The man was clearly unstable. He kept calling you Captain and 

insisting you return to the ship. It was awful, Orlando.” She appealed to the only person in the 

room who regularly took her part. “And there was this dreadful female…” 

“That’s hardly fair. She was evidently a lady of breeding and intelligence.” It was obvious 

Mr. Stewart had enjoyed his adventure even if his wife had not. He mouthed the words 

‘handsome with it’ while she wasn’t looking. 

“No lady would wear quite such an emphatic hat. And she called herself a doctor. A doctor!” 

Mrs. Stewart downed her sherry in one and held out her glass to be refilled. 

“How extraordinary.” Jonty fulfilled his butlering duties. “You must have seen her off, 

Mama. I can’t believe anything less of you.” 

“Your mother was magnificent.” Mr. Stewart’s voice was tinged with something which might 

have been regret. “This lady kept saying that there had been a malfunction in the…what was 

it, Helena?” 

“Hollow Deck, dear. Or something like that.” 

“Ah, yes. In the Hollow Deck. And that this really was Edwardian England—although where 

else they thought it was puzzles me—and that I had to return to this ship and let her treat me 

for Sighburr something or other.” He shook his head. “I kept explaining how it must be a case 

of mistaken identity as I’d never been a naval officer, but they wouldn’t take no for an 

answer.” 

“Did you summon the police?” Orlando was cross now, baying for the blood of those who’d 

upset his adopted family. 

“I was about to and then they disappeared. By which I don’t mean they ran away, I mean they 

went all shimmery and just,” Mrs. Stewart spread her hands eloquently, “vanished into thin 

air.” She took another swig of sherry and sat looking mortally offended. 

 

~~~ 

 

“What do you think really happened? To your parents, I mean.” Orlando curled in his bed in 



his warmest pyjamas, ready for a little pre-sleep snuggle with the man he’d inveigled into 

keeping him company. “I’ve never known your mother to be quite so perturbed.” 

“I shan’t tell you what I think as you’ll only deride me.” Jonty carefully cleaned his 

spectacles, partly to rile his lover as he knew it got Orlando excited and there’d be no chance 

to put that excitement into action tonight. Mama and Papa were still pottering about, too 

unsettled to sleep. 

“What if I promise?” Orlando made an elaborate charade of crossing his heart and raising his 

hand. He also produced an offering of a small glass of port, glittering like a ruby in its elegant 

crystal goblet. 

Neither the assurance nor the libation worked. “I’ll tell you only if you give me your theory 

first.” Jonty turned the glass in his hand. 

“Lunatics. A great Colney Hatch outing.” Orlando’s port sat untouched on the bedside table. 

Funny how they always ended up in his room when at the Stewarts’s London home. The 

guest clearly got preferential lodgings compared to the youngest son. 

“Lunatics might accost you but they can’t disappear into thin air. Neither of my parents is 

daft enough to fall for an elaborate magic trick and no amount of slight of hand could 

produce that shimmering effect Mama described to us over tea. And Papa was…” Jonty 

searched for the right word, “almost aglow. Something special must have happened for him 

to be so powerfully affected.” 

“And you have a theory.” Orlando recognised all the usual signs. 

“I think they were accosted by beings from the future. Time travellers. Oh, stop it.” Jonty laid 

down his port, concerned that in his mounting excitement he’d snap the delicate stem of the 

glass. “Listen to the evidence before you argue the case. They disappeared, didn’t they? And 

they spoke about this really being Edwardian England, as if that was a surprise to them and 

they weren’t where they intended to be. I bet they had a time machine, a great big one, and 

that’s what the ship they referred to was.” 

Orlando seemed to be engaged in a fight between his better nature and the part of him which 

wanted to laugh his lover to scorn. “Have you been reading HG Wells again?” He almost 

snorted then stopped himself. Helena Stewart didn’t approve of any noises which resembled a 

horse. 

“What if I have? It’s no worse than playing around with Dr. Panesar’s machines.” Jonty’s 

incipient anger suddenly dissolved into laughter. “What a pair we make. I read about fictional 

time machines and you pooh-pooh the idea. Then you poke about with what are reputed to be 

real ones—except I notice they don’t show any signs of actually working—and I rib you for 

it.” 

They both smiled, content in their daft, illogical, deeply affectionate relationship. “If you had 

the chance, would you fly through time?” 

“Of course I would.” Jonty’s eyes shone. “Think of it, Orlando. The chance to fly through the 

ages, to see who Shakespeare’s Dark Lady and lovely boy were. To see what really happened 

at Agincourt, or, in your case, to find out what Newton was working on before his dog set fire 

to his papers. Wouldn’t you want to do it if you could?” 

“Maybe.” Orlando was reluctant to admit to such outlandishly romantic notions. “Although 

I’d have to keep you on a tight rein. Such scrapes you’d get yourself into.” He kissed Jonty 

affectionately. 

“No hanky panky tonight I think, dear—they’re still on the prowl. I’m sure I can hear Papa 

pacing about, like he was when Clarence’s boy had the measles and the old man insisted on 



keeping the midnight watch.” Jonty ran his hand along his lover’s jaw. “If I had a time 

machine I would use it to keep revisiting you these last few years. Finding you forever 

young.” 

Orlando smiled, kissing the hand which caressed his face. “I don’t need a time machine for 

you. You’re always my lovely boy…” 



Ten plus eight plus five equals twenty three 

 

“What have you done? I told you not to touch a thing.” 

“I haven’t done anything. I very deliberately kept my hands in my pockets—especially after 

last time.” 

Orlando Coppersmith didn’t have time to shudder at the remembrance of what had happened 

to Dr. Panesar’s amazing tempora-spacial machine the previous time they’d looked after it. 

When a certain personage had decided to see what this button does. He was too busy 

wondering why that same machine had every dial spinning wildly and lights flashing like an 

Aldis lamp. “Well something untoward has happened—I’ve no idea what’s going on. Hold 

on,” Orlando tweaked a lever, “that should steady it until I’ve worked out how to solve the 

problem.” 

“Shame Dr. Panesar always asks you to look after his baby while he’s away. He’ll go spare 

when he finds out what you’ve done.” Jonty grinned while his lover groaned. 

“I’m sure I can work it out, but it just seems beyond all logic, what’s occurred. Most 

peculiar.” 

“I know what you mean, Orlando. There’s a strange feeling in the air, too.” Jonty peered out 

of the small window that gave onto Grange Road. “Look at the eerie colour of that sky—if I 

saw four horsemen coming down the Madingley Road I’d not be in the least surprised. I’d 

better keep my hat to hand just in case.” 

“I think I might just try…” 

“Don’t touch that!” An authoritative voice—not unlike that belonging to the Master of St. 

Bride’s—cut through the air. “We’re in enough of a mess without some bungling amateur 

sticking his fingers in.” 

Orlando bridled. “Excuse me, sir—Dr. Panesar only lets his closest friends in here and I don’t 

believe that you are one of them.” 

“If he’s is responsible for this…” the visitor pointed accusingly at the mass of wires and dials 

and valves that graced the room, “then he’ll be lucky to have any friends left unless we can 

sort out the mess he’s made. I’ll rephrase that—unless I can sort out the mess.” He looked 

daggers at Orlando. “Where is this Dr. Panesar, anyway? He shouldn’t be going off and 

leaving such a potentially dangerous machine in the hands of…” 

Jonty cut in quickly. He’d seen the belligerent look that graced his lover’s eye and didn’t 

want to be witness to fisticuffs. “He’s not that easy to contact, being in the depths of Devon at 

the moment. He’s on a cricket tour.” 

“Cricket?” The stranger’s face softened into a smile and a wistful look appeared in his eyes. 

It gave Jonty time to study him; he was young, in possession of both floppy blond hair and a 

handsome face. And he was wearing what seemed to be a St. Thomas’s rowing club blazer 

that had grown tails and evolved itself into a frock coat. The stick of celery on the lapel was 

peculiar, but then the whole situation was out of the ordinary. “At least this Dr. Panesar has 

taste. Does he bat?” 

“No, he’s a slow left armer mainly. Very dangerous on a pitch with a bit of moisture on it.” 

“Just like Derek Underwood…” the visitor said, with great affection in his voice. He seemed 

to be transported in his mind to far away and long ago. Or at least to somewhere else than 

1908 Cambridge. 

“And how does this help to solve our problem? This discussion of the arcane art of making 

the ball spin?” Orlando was growing impatient. He had no great love for the game, especially 



when Jonty got onto the subject of the turning ball. 

“More than you would think, Mr…?” 

“Dr. Coppersmith. And this is Dr. Stewart. You are?” 

“Well, I’m a doctor too, sort of. And I need to make this machine well again or, believe me, 

there won’t be any more spin bowling or Lord’s or anything, really.” 

“Are things that bad?” Orlando looked aghast at the apparatus—the machine that Dr. Panesar 

had promised would be the first astounding step on the road to space and time travel. 

“They will if we don’t get down to work. You can help as long as you just do exactly what I 

say.” 

“He will. He’s good at that.” Jonty hid a grin by looking out of the window at the apocalyptic 

sky. 

“First of all we need to stabilise the hyperspatialresonator. If you take this lever and…” 

“Don’t touch that!” Another voice—a deeper one, with more than a trace of Merseyside—

came from the door. All three men turned to face the newcomer, Jonty for one incredibly 

puzzled as to how people were able to get into the laboratory when they’d made sure they’d 

locked the outside door. The visitor—who also wore a long coat but not quite in such an 

outlandish style as the other stranger—pointed. “Well, he can touch it, but not you.” 

Orlando almost stamped his foot like a child. “And why is he allowed to work on this 

problem and not me?” 

“He’s allowed to because he’s me.” 

All three men turned and stared at the stranger. Three voices joined in unison. “What?” 

“He’s me when I was younger. I’ve had various forms down the years and he’s the…one, 

two…fifth one. I’m the eighth. I’m very pleased to meet you,” Eight shook Five’s hand, 

“again.” 

“This is impossible…” Five looked even more bewildered than when he’d first seen the 

whirring dials. 

“I agree with you there—people can’t change their form.” Orlando felt he was on solid 

grounds of logic here. 

“Frogs can, Orlando—egg and then tadpole and then froglet, then the actual thing. Insects 

have all different sorts of stages, too.” Jonty was rather pleased with himself at his peerless 

analogy. 

“But frogs can’t meet their own selves as tadpoles, can they? Time is a linear quantity that 

can’t fold back and intersect itself.” Orlando felt as if his poor head was going to splatter 

itself all over Dr. Panesar’s bothersome contraption unless he found out what was going on, 

and soon. 

Eight and Five exchanged a glance, shook their heads and smiled indulgently. “He’s got a lot 

to learn, hasn’t he?” Five cuffed Orlando’s shoulder. “I don’t think either you or your Dr. 

Panesar—marvellous purveyor of the high-flighted delivery that you say he is—should be 

messing around with apparatus like this if that’s what you believe. A right mess you’ve made 

of things if you’ve managed to get us both in the same place at the same time. It isn’t 

possible.” 

“A complete paradox,” Eight considered the whirring dials and his eyes bulged like organ 

stops. “This is a bloody mess. We’d better get our sleeves rolled up.” He and his tadpole 

version bent over the machine, tentatively poking and prodding, like surgeons examining a 

particularly nasty spasm of the colon. “Orlando, can you find us a good old fashioned toolkit? 

Sonic screwdrivers are all very well but sometimes a situation requires brute force and a 



bloody great wrench.” 

Orlando was soon able to lay his hands on just such a thing; he hoped that by showing some 

good will and enthusiasm to learn then he’d be allowed to join in the game. Whatever it was. 

Jonty contented himself with observing—if this was going to be the end of the universe then 

someone had better be keeping their wits about them and making mental notes of it all. You 

never knew who was going to be asking you for a witness statement in the afterlife. 

 

“Having a nice time, are they?” A voice whispered in Jonty’s ear; a strange accent this time, 

more suited to the boy who ran errands for the cook at the Stewart house in London than a 

visitor to a Cambridge laboratory. 

 

“I think they might be if they had the first idea of what they were doing.” Jonty eyed the new 

arrival; he was scrawny, seemed to lack anything like a sensible jaw and—if he was yet 

another incarnation of this doctor bloke, as Jonty was afraid he might be from the wild look 

in his eye—then the man was getting progressively worse with every reworking. “Are you a 

doctor, too, perchance?” 

“Got it in one.” The man grinned and his face suddenly transformed into a version that was 

almost agreeable. “Tenth variation and I think one of the better ones, really.” 

“Aren’t you going to help them?” 

“Nah—they’ll only shout at me for getting in the way. It’ll all work out alright—I remember 

going through it when I was my eighth self.” Ten grinned puckishly. 

“Hold on,” the mental wheels of Jonty Stewart may have ground slow but the flour they 

produced was exceptionally fine. “Does number eight version—that dark haired chap—

remember what went on the first time? You know, from when he came here in his fifth 

variety?” Jonty’s head whirled with all the illogicalities of the events that were unfolding. 

“Oh, he does, that’s why it’ll be fine. I’ve been through this three times now—bit bored with 

it, really. Another fifteen minutes and the universe will be back to normal. Fancy going for a 

pint?” 

“I’d love to but Orlando would panic if I just disappeared. Perhaps you could wait around 

afterwards and we could pop up to the Bishop’s Cope. Orlando will have to go and write a 

letter to Dr. Panesar so we’d get time for a chat.” 

Ten narrowed his eyes, his unusually perceptive gaze boring into Jonty’s, just as if he was 

applying a microscope to the man’s soul. “Have you ever met a guy called Harkness? Cos 

he’d eat you with a spoon.” 

Jonty blushed, grinned and prayed that Orlando wouldn’t turn around. 

“Funny thing is though, after I got out of here the second time I had a bit of a think—as you 

do—and there was something really odd. The only way I could get it to make any sense was 

if the dimensions had split four ways.” 

“I’m sorry?” 

“If there’d been four of my regenerations here. You’re not keeping something secret are you? 

Like you being me?” 

“I can assure you that if I’d been flitting across the universe or whatever it is you do I’d have 

remembered. Same with Orlando—he’s not you, either.” 

“Well perhaps it’s your multi-talented Dr. Panesar who’s the missing link. Is he gay?” 

“He’s very high spirited if that’s what you mean.” Jonty had just thought he’d got on top of 

the conversation but this new strand puzzled him. 



“Ah, no. Nancy boy—is he one of them?” 

“I don’t think so—he’s actually got a bit of a thing for the college nurse. Quite a passion. 

Why do you ask?” 

“I was wondering whether he was an old enemy of mine—ours. If he was this bloke, the 

Master, it would explain his setting up this machine and then doing a runner. And also his 

being the fourth part of the equation. If he is the Master I’d steer clear—nasty bit of work.” 

“Nurse Hatfield will be most upset if her fancy boy is such a cad.” 

“Jonty, I could kiss you. I’ve never heard anyone call the Master a cad but it’s a bloody great 

way to describe him.” 

“We could look out for this chap if you want. What’s his description again?” 

“Maths and physics genius, almost as clever as me, bit anti-social—well you’d have to be if 

you were set on universal domination. And a wearer of the green carnation as you might 

say.” 

Jonty felt a strange lump developing in his throat, matched by an equally odd sensation in his 

stomach. “Could you bear to say that all again? In words of no more than three syllables? I 

have a bit of a headache coming on.” 

“Brilliant. Unsociable. Gay.” 

Jonty swallowed hard and in a voice that barely squeaked out managed to utter, “Orlando? 

Could you come over here for a moment, please?” 



Love letters from Orlando to Jonty 

 

1911 style 

My dearest Jonty 

I wish I didn’t have to attend this conference, but needs must. I shall be thinking of you often 

while I’m away; I hope this note will serve as adequate communication until I return. The 

spirit is willing although I suspect University College’s flesh is weak in the matter of 

telephones. I will try to write a letter but the programme of work suggests I’ll be hard put to 

find the time. 

I love you with all my heart. Should the train crash as we hurtle through Ware, please 

remember that fact. 

Your very own 

Orlando 

 

1961 style 

Jonty 

Don’t go getting into any mischief while I’m away. I know it’s a few nights up in the smoke 

for me, but it’ll be all work and no play. Anyway, what fun will it really be, without you at 

my side? The lights are never as bright, the film never as good and the steak never as tender 

as when I have you to share them with.  

I’ll try to ring, although it’s always difficult from a public call box. I’m always afraid I’ll be 

overheard and we never say what we really mean, do we? And when I press button B I never 

get my money back. 

Lots of love 

Orlando 

 

2011 style 

A record of an MSN conversation between: Orlando <OCoppersmith1@cantab.net> 

And Jonty eat Tempest, drink Hamlet, live the sonnets <hotcrumpet@hotmail.co.uk> 

 

Jonty eat Tempest, drink Hamlet, live the sonnets says: 

Hi 🙂 

 

Orlando says: 

Hello; are you well? 

 

Jonty eat Tempest, drink Hamlet, live the sonnets says: 

Fine. How R U? 

 

Orlando says: 

Very well, thank you. I gave my paper today. 

 

Jonty eat Tempest, drink Hamlet, live the sonnets says: 

🙂   Go OK? 

 

Orlando says: 



Much better than the last time I was invited to the equivalent conference. I took your advice 

and tried to address the back of the hall and not my notes – it was extremely successful. I had 

several questions at the end and 

 

Orlando says: 

Sorry – I forgot about the limit on characters. 

 

Jonty eat Tempest, drink Hamlet, live the sonnets says: 

U always do. Missing U.  🙂  ♥ U. 

 

Orlando says: 

I love you too. Must you use those stupid abbreviations? And those even more ridiculous 

little pictures? 

 

Jonty eat Tempest, drink Hamlet, live the sonnets says: 

Yep. I like them. 

 

Orlando says: 

They give me a migraine. 

 

Jonty eat Tempest, drink Hamlet, live the sonnets says: 

 Aw. Shan’t use any more emoticons.  😦 

 

Orlando says: 

Thank goodness for that. LOL 

 

Jonty eat Tempest, drink Hamlet, live the sonnets says: 

you used an abbreviation! *dances around the room* 

 

Orlando says: 

‘You’ needs a capital. I miss you. 

 

Jonty eat Tempest, drink Hamlet, live the sonnets says: 

Idiot. I miss you too. GTG. ♥♥♥ you lots. 

 

Orlando says: 

You too. XXX  

 

Jonty eat Tempest, drink Hamlet, live the sonnets says: 

      XOXOXOXOXOXOXOX 


